Review 'Power: Work by African American
Women' delivers the voices of 37 artists in one
fierce exhibition
By Leah Ollman
APRIL 11, 2017, 11:00 AM

M

y first choice of images to accompany this review of the show "Power"
at Sprüth Magers gallery cannot be published by The Times. Another
strong contender has a word in its title that likewise falls outside of The
Times’ guidelines for propriety.

That very inadmissability speaks to some of the fiercest varieties of power
exemplified in this assembly of work by 37 African American women: power that
chafes, challenges and unsettles; power that exerts pressure against the normalizing
veneer of the everyday; power that counters invisibility with presence, vulnerability
with strength.
One of many indelible images from the show is a photograph, part of a series of selfportraits by Brooklyn-based Nona Faustine. "From Her Body Sprang Her Greatest
Wealth, Wall St." (2013) presents the artist front and center, standing on a small
plywood box in the middle of an intersection in New York's Financial District. A taxi
whips around the corner behind her. She faces us with sober directness, nude but for
white pumps on her feet and shackles around her wrists. From a spot that once held a
colonial slave market and is now the epicenter of the global market, she offers herself
up for scrutiny, but her potent staging turns the scrutiny back toward us, to whatever
inherited legacy charges our gaze.
Artists here treat the physical body and the emblematic body of the nation as
contested sites. Historical trauma persists within both, and both serve as ready — if
not always willing — vehicles for self-determination.
Sondra Perry's lush, silent video surveys the body of a "Black Girl as a Landscape"

(2010). Lorraine O'Grady casts herself as Miss Black Middle-Class in a sharply satiric,
photo-documented performance (1980-83). In Sonya Clark's haunting little relic,
"Interwoven II" (2016), the design of the Confederate flag stubbornly ghosts the
banner of the 50 states. Faith Ringgold's 1969 oil painting of the American flag (more
than a dozen years past and a psychological world apart from the first of Jasper
Johns’ flag paintings) tells the story slant: Its stars and stripes spell out "Die”
followed by a slur aimed at African Americans.
"Power: Work by African American Women From the Nineteenth Century to Now" is
a pageant of a show, dense with barbed beauty. Beverly Buchanan's "House From
Scraps" (2011), a raw, ravishing tabletop assemblage in wood and copper, manages
the improbable marriage of Constructivist cool and experiential grit. Paintings by
Clementine Hunter and Sister Gertrude Morgan, self-taught artists from the South,
share a blunt sacredness, whether representing figures at work or prayer. A showwithin-the-show of early 20th-century photographs of African American life — from
refreshingly genuine portraits to staged stereotypes — further thickens the
conversation around representation, underrepresentation and misrepresentation.
Curated by art advisor Todd Levin, "Power" mimics a museum exhibition in scope
and scale, even if it lacks its scholarly structure. Cases for lineage and conceptual or
aesthetic affinity among artists are largely made visually, by means of the installation
itself, helped along by a snappy little catalog that addresses the remediating function
of shows curated by race and gender. To call this presentation scattershot but earnest
is still to praise it; to recognize it as essential is also to lament its necessity.
Sprüth Magers, 5900 Wilshire Blvd., L.A. Through June 10; closed Sundays and
Mondays. (323) 634-0600, www.spruethmagers.com
------------FOR THE RECORD
8:10 a.m. April 12: In an earlier version of this article, the title of Nona Faustine’s
photograph "From Her Body Sprang Their Greatest Wealth, Wall St." was incorrectly
rendered as "From Her Body Sprang Her Greatest Wealth, Wall St."

Another installation view of "Power." (Robert Wedemeyer)

"Power" runs through June 10 at Sprüth Magers. (Robert Wedemeyer)
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Kara Walker, Karon Davis and the black female artists retelling
US history
Power, a new exhibition in Los Angeles, groups together different generations of African American artists
who tackle gender, equality and the legacy of slavery
Matt Stromberg in Los Angeles
Wednesday 5 April 2017 15.08 EDT

“S

hakin’ up power! Wakin’ up power! Stirrin’ up power! Troublin’ power! Yes, Lord, power!
Send power!” sings Sister Gertrude Morgan, a self-taught African American artist,
musician and preacher in her song Power, released in 1970. Featuring only her voice and
a tambourine, it is essentially a mantra, one which lends its title to a group show of 37 African

American female artists that opened recently at Sprüth Magers, the German gallery that
launched its Los Angeles branch a year ago, across the street from the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art.
Curated by Todd Levin, the exhibition casts a wide net, spanning the late 19th century to the
early 21st, and featuring painting, sculpture, photography and video. It also includes so-called
“outsider” artists, such as Sister Morgan and Clementine Hunter, and “fine” artists including
Lorna Simpson, Senga Nengudi and Betye Saar, though Levin bristles at the distinction. The
exhibition is loosely organized thematically, with sections corresponding roughly to figuration,
politics, abstraction and craft traditions, looking past distinctions in chronology, geography
and media to tell a larger story.
Many of these juxtapositions are effective, such as a 1985 quilt, String by Rosie Lee Tompkins,
placed near Bale Variant No 0023 (Totem) (2014), a pillar of colorful cloth by Shinique Smith,
connecting the contemporary artist with the tradition of the Quilts of Gee’s Bend. There are
some missteps, however, such as the placement of Karon Davis’s Mawu (2016), a delicate
figure of a seated black woman cast in white plaster, which gazes up at Renee Cox’s It Shall Be
Named (1994), a photographic collage of a crucified African American man. Both works are
powerful in their own right, without the imposition of an outside narrative.

Kara Walker’s National Archives Microfilm Publication M999 Roll
34: Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned Lands: Six
Miles from Springfield on the Franklin Road (2009). Photograph:
Robert Wedemeyer

“At their best, such exhibitions can function as virtual convenings, uniting artists through
threads that have to do with matter,” writes the artist Steffani Jemison in her catalogue
statement. “And by matter, I refer not to material but rather to the stuff that makes up our
work and its concerns. They propose a new way of thinking about kinship among things and
people.”
One of the threads that flows through the show is the painful legacy of slavery, which finds
form in Meta Vaux Warrick Fuller’s lifelike busts of a freedman and a freedwoman, and more
recently in Kara Walker’s video, National Archives Microfilm Publication M999 Roll 34: Bureau
of Refugees, Freedmen and Abandoned Lands: Six Miles from Springfield on the Franklin Road
(2009). A departure from her stark, large-scale black-and-white silhouette wall works, the

colorful video tells the true story of a black family brutalized by white men during the
reconstruction era. Jemison’s video Escaped Lunatic (2010-11) follows a Houston-based
parkour team as they run and tumble throughout the city, recalling both fictional and historical
narratives of black men running from authority, going back to runaway slave chronicles.
“Aesthetically and thematically, there are so many parallels generationally that need to be
highlighted,” says the Los Angeles-based artist Brenna Youngblood. “It’s a multigenerational
show, and that’s almost unheard of.” Youngblood’s large, black wooden sculpture X (2012)
references her minimalist predecessors of the 60s (most of whom were white men), while also
connoting their contemporary, the black civil rights leader Malcolm X. Nearby, a work by the
pioneering artist Faith Ringgold, Black Light Series #10: Flag for the Moon: Die Nigger (1969),
depicts the American flag. When viewed with head cocked, the two words at the end of the
work’s title can be read through the stars and stripes. Sonya Clark’s intimate weaving from
almost 50 years later, Interwoven II (2016), also depicts the American flag, this time merged
with the Confederate flag, a timely reminder of how much progress still needs to be made.

Brenna Youngblood, X, 2012. Photograph: Josh White/Courtesy
Honor Fraser Gallery

On the gallery’s second floor, tucked away in a cove, is a selection of about 100 photographs
from the Ralph DeLuca Collection of African American Vernacular Photography. Taken

between the end of the civil war and the beginning of the civil rights era, these photos reflect a
range of subjects, from weddings to musical bands, families, mothers, pornography and
lynchings. It is a curious addition (would we expect the same from a survey of white artists?),
but Levin felt its inclusion was important to lend the work some context, “to show what reality
meant to some of these women at the time, and how they were able to still transcend that and
create these amazing artworks”, he says.
Power is not the first exhibition of its kind, but there is no question that artists of color and
female artists are under-represented in the institutional art world. “It’s not that there haven’t
been serious curatorial exhibitions,” Levin said, “but in general it seems to be at a slower pace
than it is for other genders and other colors.” That it took two white gallerists from Europe to
mount such an ambitious show of work by African American women in Los Angeles may seem
strange to some, but it makes more sense when you look at the history of Sprüth Magers, who,
for decades, has been dedicated to exhibiting the work of female artists who have not received
the attention that their male peers have.
Whatever the show’s curatorial weaknesses are, the bringing together of such a diverse group
of black female artists, many of whose work has not been given its due, makes it an urgent and
meaningful exhibition right now.
Topics
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POWER
Sprüth Magers Los Angeles march 29 - june 10 2017
Work By African American Women From The Nineteenth Century To Now
Beverly Buchanan, Elizabeth Catlett, Sonya Clark, Renee Cox, Njideka Akunyili Crosby, Karon Davis,
Minnie Evans, Nona Faustine, LaToya Ruby Frazier, Ellen Gallagher, Leslie Hewitt, Clementine
Hunter, Steffani Jemison, Jennie C. Jones, Simone Leigh, Julie Mehretu, Sister Gertrude Morgan,
Senga Nengudi, Lorraine OGrady, Sondra Perry, Howardena Pindell, Faith Ringgold, Betye Saar,
Joyce J. Scott, Emmer Sewell, Ntozake Shange, Xaviera Simmons, Lorna Simpson, Shinique Smith,
Renee Stout, Mickalene Thomas, Alma Woodsey Thomas, Rosie Lee Tompkins, Kara Walker, Meta
Vaux Warrick Fuller, Carrie Mae Weems and Brenna Youngblood.
With selected Works from The Ralph DeLuca Collection of African American Vernacular
Photography
Curated by Todd Levin
Public reception: Tuesday, March 28, 6-8pm
Sprüth Magers, Los Angeles, is proud to present POWER, an exhibition curated by Todd Levin that surveys
the work of African American women artists from the nineteenth century to now. Titled after the 1970 gospel
song by Sister Gertrude Morgan, the exhibition begins with artists born soon after the Civil War and
continues to the present, weaving together fine and folk art traditions to explore how artists have engaged
issues of race, gender, and class against our evolving cultural and artistic landscape. The 37 artists in
POWER draw into focus their struggle to establish themselves as equal players on the uneven field of the
American republic.
The exhibition traces two artistic threads that entwined to produce groundbreaking and evocative works
across a range of mediums, which continue to influence artistic dialogue today. The first approach, rooted in
American history from the seventeenth through the nineteenth centuries, grew out of the horrific repression
of slavery, when little formal education was available to black people living in the United States. Americans
of African descent—and particularly black women—managed to preserve the culture of their ancestry, often
at their own peril, by passing their histories down through craft-based folk traditions.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as access to art academies broadened, a growing
number of black women artists emerged in the wake of the Reconstruction Era, including Meta Vaux Warrick
Fuller, Alma Woodsey Thomas, and Elizabeth Catlett. With formal study in the traditional atelier model still
dominated by white male artists, they produced works that inventively reflected and adapted the modernist
art historical developments of the time.
These two paths of self-taught forebears and a newer academically trained generation collided at the dawn
of the Harlem Renaissance in the 1920s. During this period, African American women began to “dream in
color”—to envision a world in which their view of the human condition would be included in artistic
dialogues, and within the greater American experience. Still, except for few exceptions, the work of black
women remained far more neglected and forgotten than even their black male colleagues.
It was not until the momentous strides of the Civil Rights and Women’s Movements of the 1960s and 1970s
that new openings arose for more voices to join and shift contemporary artistic dialogues. Artists such as
Betye Saar, Faith Ringgold, and Lorraine O’Grady produced unforgettable images of resistance and
community that incorporated both modernist tropes and the continued importance of vernacular artistic
traditions. They gradually received increased attention from arts institutions, paving the way for the following
generation to break further ground in the fields of photography, sculpture, and performance. Works by
Senga Nengudi, Carrie Mae Weems, and Beverly Buchanan, for example, demonstrate the varied mediums
and approaches that emerged in the 1970s and 1980s.
In the late twentieth and early twenty-first centuries, the rich and extremely varied body of work created by
African American women artists continues to blend folk traditions with contemporary artistic theories and
practices. Across all mediums, including painting, sculpture, photography, and video, artists such as Ellen
Gallagher, Kara Walker, Mickalene Thomas, Njideka Akunyili Crosby, and Nona Faustine break new ground,
activate age-old traditions, incorporate new technologies, and look resolutely towards the future.
POWER will also include an installation of over one hundred African American vernacular photographs from
the early twentieth century on loan from the Ralph DeLuca Collection. They offer a diverse view into
everyday lives of African American women, from images of positive change to difficult scenes of negative
stereotyping and violence. Offered as an exhibition-within-an-exhibition, these images from a century ago
encourage reflection upon the continued struggles of black lives in America today.
The exhibition will be accompanied by a publication with a specially commissioned essay by the critic and
scholar Andrianna Campbell.
For further information and press enquiries, please contact Claire de Dobay Rifelj
(claire@spruethmagers.com).
Public reception: March 28, 2017, 6 – 8pm
Opening hours: Tuesday – Saturday, 10am – 6pm
Artists in the Exhibition:

Beverly Buchanan, Elizabeth Catlett, Sonya Clark, Renee Cox, Njideka Akunyili Crosby, Karon Davis,
Minnie Evans, Nona Faustine, LaToya Ruby Frazier, Ellen Gallagher, Leslie Hewitt, Clementine Hunter,
Steffani Jemison, Jennie C. Jones, Simone Leigh, Julie Mehretu, Sister Gertrude Morgan, Senga Nengudi,
Lorraine O’Grady, Sondra Perry, Howardena Pindell, Faith Ringgold, Betye Saar, Joyce J. Scott, Emmer
Sewell, Ntozake Shange, Xaviera Simmons, Lorna Simpson, Shinique Smith, Renee Stout, Mickalene
Thomas, Alma Woodsey Thomas, Rosie Lee Tompkins, Kara Walker, Meta Vaux Warrick Fuller, Carrie Mae
Weems and Brenna Youngblood.
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Karon Davis' 'Pain Management' plumbs loss and love in a tribute to
her late husband, Noah Davis

Artist Karon Davis poses in her installation, a re-creation of a hospital waiting room,
at Wilding Cran Gallery in Los Angeles. (Brian van der Brug / Los Angeles Times)
Deborah Vankin

Karon Davis knows about waiting.
Dressed in a long, silky, gold head scarf, sparkly wrist bangles and laced-up rain boots, Davis settles
into an armchair inside her sculptural installation at Wilding Cran Gallery, a re-creation of a hospital
waiting room. The piece, part of her solo exhibition “Pain Management,” is a generic-looking medical
space: Canned music prattles in the background, abstract prints adorn the walls, US Weekly magazines
are laid out for distraction, floral tissue boxes are tucked into corners.
It’s a scene Davis knows intimately. In 2015, her husband of seven years, Noah Davis — a rising L.A. art
star whose work had been acquired recently by L.A.’s Museum of Contemporary Art, the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art and the Studio Museum in Harlem — died at 32 from a rare form of cancer,
myxoid liposarcoma, that had wrapped around his heart.
“There’s a lot of anxiety and prayer that goes on in this room,” Davis says. “We spent so much time
waiting — waiting for a doctor, waiting for an answer, for a cure — sleep. It just seemed so fitting.”
Noah, whose brother is artist and director Kahlil Joseph, founded the Underground Museum in 2012, a
partnership with MOCA aiming to bring high-quality art to the working class neighborhood of Arlington
Heights. His death left a void in the art community and in Davis’ life. She managed to keep moving
forward, raising their now 6-year-old son, Moses, and serving as president of the Underground
Museum, which she co-founded. But Davis remained in a liminal state, functioning “like a robot, just to
get through and take care of business,” she says — waiting to feel whole again.

A detail from Karon Davis' sculpture "Oya,"
which includes a gold-dusted scarab beetle
in the subject's hand. (Wilding Cran Gallery)

Leaning back, Davis surveys the room
and releases a giggle-studded exhale, a
combination of relief that the long drive
from Ojai, where she lives, is over,
mixed with the satisfaction that her first
solo gallery exhibition has come to
fruition. The show of installation work
and figurative sculptures — ethereal,
white plaster casts made with the
couple’s shredded medical bills — is
about pain, physical and emotional. It’s
both an ode to the transitory state of
grief so many people find themselves stuck in after a loved one has died and a personal tribute to Davis’
late husband.
Creating the work was a key part of Davis’ grieving process.
“I wasn’t sure if I was ready to step back into the studio I shared with Noah and make work,” Davis
says. “But actually, it’s what I needed — to pull back from life and be quiet and be in our space. It was
very comforting and inspiring to be there. I feel like he was guiding me the whole time.”
Five dreamy and haunting sculptures, which Davis calls “Children of the Moon,” anchor the show in the
gallery’s main exhibition space. They’re modeled after real kids in and around the Underground
Museum area or Davis’ Ojai neighborhood, and they’re named after saints from different religions.
Their gauzy, plaster exteriors conjure the process of Egyptian mummification, something Davis says
she’s deeply interested in, since it’s about the preservation of memories and holding onto the past, but
they all bear prominent, glossy glass eyes conveying acute, in-the-moment emotion.

Karon Davis' nurse sculptures: "Morphine," left, and "Nicotine." (Wilding Cran Gallery)

Three larger figures, nurses dressed in colorful scrubs, watch over them. They’re named after drugs
that, for better or worse, treat pain or anxiety: morphine, nicotine and the chemotherapy drug
ifosfamide. The “Morphine” nurse is collapsed on the ground, as if praying, under giant, feathery angel
wings made of shredded bills. “She’s just exhausted,” Davis says. “So many people are weighed down by
debt because of medical bills, so I really wanted to show how that feels.”
The sculptures are at once delicate and rough-hewn. Little girls’ dresses are flowy, with lace cutouts,
and children’s’ skulls are only partially sculpted, precarious and porous. But the plaster is also layered
on thick in places, lumpy and textured, or spread so thin that scratchy patches of gauze peek through
the cheeks on their faces.
“I like the roughness, just letting the plaster be wild,” Davis says.
In the center of the room is an 8-foot-tall tissue box called “Cry, Baby.” “There’s no tissue box large
enough for my tears,” Davis says.
As much as the show is a heartfelt nod to Noah and Karon Davis’ love, says MOCA chief curator Helen
Molesworth, the work is particularly powerful because it transcends their personal story.

Karon Davis' "Monsanto
Memorial Garden" at Wilding
Cran Gallery. (Brian van der
Brug / Los Angeles Times)

“It’s about Karon’s period of
mourning the loss of her
compatriot soul mate, but it’s
also a really beautiful
meditation on the way we die
now,” Molesworth says. “I find
the waiting room just
devastating. That’s how we’ve decided to organize ourselves around illness in our society. Those
horrible rooms are so impersonal. And the figures composed out of shredded medical bills. It all points
to this larger problem we have as a culture: We’ve lost touch with this fundamental part of being
human, which is dying. I found it really poignant in that way.”
The theatricality of Davis’ work is no surprise. She grew up in Manhattan and New Jersey, the daughter
of Broadway actor Ben Vereen and Nancy Vereen, a ballet dancer. She attended USC film school and
was doing freelance film production work when, in 2005, she met Noah through a mutual friend she
was rooming with in West Adams. The two would spend long periods of time together “locked in the
house” making art. Noah helped her to develop a cross-medium visual art practice, she says.
“I called myself a closet artist for so many years,” Davis says. “I never thought of showing or putting
myself out there. I always just made work for me or my family — collage and sculpture, video art,
photography. Noah was like: ‘You got something.’ He made me believe in myself.”
They married in 2008 in a Miami courthouse during Art Basel, at which Noah was exhibiting work in
the Rubell Family Collection’s first incarnation of the “30 Americans” show.
Karon Davis went on to show video work in a 2009 group show at the L.A. gallery Roberts & Tilton; and
in 2013, she debuted her first solo exhibition at the Underground Museum. “Pain Management” is her
first solo gallery show.

The sculpture "Mikail" is based on the late Noah Davis' last painting. (Wilding Cran Gallery)
As heavy as “Pain Management” is, it’s also inspirational and brimming with love. Noah Davis’ presence
is palpable. Shortly before he died, Noah pushed Davis to finish a piece they had started making
together, an amalgamation of the caregivers who’d been treating him. After he died, it became the first
piece Davis finished for the show, the nurse “Nicotine.”
One of the child sculptures in the show, “Gabriel,” of a little boy clutching purple flowers, is based on an
image from Noah’s painting “Green Behind the Ears.” Another of Davis’ sculptures, “Mikail,” who’s
lying on his side by the front door of the gallery, was taken from the last work Noah made, an untitled
painting of a man lying in the grass.
The first art project Noah and Karon made together for fun, after they’d started dating, was a cardboard
tissue box. Davis adorned the outside of the new, giant one in “Pain Management” with Noah’s
trademark paint drippings and her style of ripped and torn plaster.
Davis eyes the absurdly large tissue box from across the room, a monument to both of their artistic
styles.
“We were so silly and free together — that’s what I miss about him the most,” she says, wiping tears
from the crook of her eyes and laughing.
“This piece, it represents us and our sadness. Our art,” she says. "Noah’s everywhere in here. This
show’s for him. It’s like: ‘Look what I did, Boo!’”
-

LosAngeles
Karon Davis
WILDING CRAN GALLERY
939 South Santa Fe Avenue, Unit A
September 17–November 12

View of “Karon Davis: Pain Management,” 2016.

A consortium of props and decor offers a capacious mix of memories, myths, and
maladies in Karon Davis’s solo exhibition “Pain Management.” Reflecting on the physical
and emotional experience of suffering and loss, Davis brings us into what was, until
recently, her world, which was confined to her husband’s bedside in a hospital as he
underwent cancer treatment. She takes us on a hallucinatory journey as told through the
re-creation of a waiting room and eight characters composed of plaster casts, and one of
shredded medical bills, indicating the financial as well as affective burden she carried
throughout this ordeal. The omnipresent nurses in scrubs take center stage: Here, they
assume the symbolic form of a narcotic angel in Morphine (Angel) (all works 2016), a
scarecrow for Isosfamide (Scarecrow), and a caretaker in Nicotine, (Seated Nurse
Smoking), eschewing the humor, affect, and pathos that the artist likely negotiated
throughout Noah Davis’s stages of illness. The sculptures of children, a series titled
“Children of the Moon,” include Mawu (Holding a Basket), who seems to be grimly reaping
Elizabeth V. Spelman’s “fruits of sorrow” from the scarecrow’s field, while Mary (Catching
the Moon), attempts to play catch with the moon; another, Oya (Holding a Scarab Beetle),
gazes upon the insect resting on the palm of his hand. These melancholic figures
reference Davis’s interest in Egyptian mummification, providing a historical and crosscultural perspective on the treatment of death, transcendence, and preservation.
The largest piece is the one that ties this exhibition together—an overwrought box of
Kleenex tissues titled Cry Baby. Davis’s rapport with this icon of sorrow transports us into
familiar recollections of affliction. As if to encourage catharsis, an unobtrusive box of
Kleenex similar to the artist’s sculpture sits near the guest book, waiting for you upon
checking in or checking out.
— Amanda Cachia

WILDING CRAN:
KARON DAVIS
by Max King Cap ·

During a Cabinet Council meeting three years into her mourning of the death of her husband,
the still distraught Queen Victoria “rose from the table declaring that she could come to no
decision without consulting with Prince Albert.” That display moved one of her Lords to
suggest that she abdicate, having been so clearly driven mad by grief. The Karon Davis
exhibition, “Pain Management,” is also a display of public lamentation, and a purgation,
related to the death of the artist’s spouse, a visual shiva to which we are all invited.

The exhibition is in two acts—in the main gallery and the appropriately claustrophobic project
room—and chronology is reversed. Entering, one encounters a papier-mâché boy, reclining on
a patch of artificial grass the size of a cemetery plot. Additional figures are funerary sculpture
and, because the sorrow has become so outsized, a mausoleum in the form of a giant tissue
box. The engaging corner section is plowed earth, with scrub-clad scarecrow, and planted
with paper tissues. Is this a harvest or a sowing of grief?

Dolefully, the project room reveals
the source of the paper in the
papier-mâché figures—shredded
medical bills from the cancer
ward. This waiting room, with
dreadfully upholstered chairs and
factory wall art mimics the forced
cheeriness of hospital waiting
rooms yet remains tedious and
dreary. Here, though, we also find
a park bench on a carpet of,
again, artificial turf. It is perfectly smooth until it finishes abruptly, crumpled at the
end of the room. This is not the road not taken but the path interrupted; it is the
bookend of the boy reposed on his runner of time run out.

It is upon exiting, however,
that one discovers that
twinge that will continue to
revisit. In most galleries
there is a small table or
shelf with exhibition
information, price lists, artist
CV, as well as arts district
propaganda. This gallery
shelf is no diﬀerent except it
also contains a box of
tissues, just sitting there like
an urn on the mantel,
normalizing the pain,
making it commonplace,
and reinforcing the tragedy of
time and memory and forgetting.

Karon Davis, “Pain Management,” September 17 – November 12, 2016 at Wilding Cran, 939
South Santa Fe Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90021. wildingcran.com

Karon Davis Mourned the Loss of Her
Husband, Artist Noah Davis, By
Turning Grief Into Art
BY MATT STROMBERG

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 2016 AT 8:31 A.M.

Karon Davis says she would have made the piece Cry, Baby even larger to reﬂect the depths of grief.
Courtesy Wilding Cran Gallery

“If I could have made it 50 stories high to explain how painful this has been, I would have
done that,” artist Karon Davis says. “It's like no tissue box is big enough to dry my tears, our

tears.”
She’s referring to Cry, Baby, a nine-foot-tall plaster-and-wood sculpture of a Kleenex box
that is included in her solo show, "Pain Management," currently on view at Wilding Cran
Gallery. Dealing with themes of grief, mourning and resilience, the exhibition is an elegiac
response to the loss of Davis’ husband, the artist Noah Davis, who succumbed to a rare
form of cancer last summer.
The Davises are also known for founding the Underground Museum, a non-proﬁt arts
space in the central-L.A. neighborhood of Arlington Heights, just north of the 10 freeway.
Through various collaborations — including a multi-year partnership with MOCA — the
space became the nexus of activity for many in the African American creative community,
providing a space to display works and even address recent racial turmoil by offering a
forum for Black Lives Matter. Noah also shared the space with his brother, Kahlil Joseph, a
ﬁlmmaker who created works for artists like Flying Lotus, and who was recently
nominated for an Emmy for directing a part of Beyonce's visual-album, "Lemonade."
Alongside the oversized tissue box, Davis has created an array of life-size sculptural ﬁgures
that relate to the years spent dealing with her husband’s illness. Made by wrapping strips of
plaster-dipped cloth around live models, they are uncannily life-like, despite their bonewhite color. Three nurse ﬁgures in scrubs, each personifying a different drug, stand in for
all the individuals who helped them over the years.
“The ﬁrst piece I created was Nicotine Nurse, and actually Noah worked on that with me,”
Davis says. “We had talked about this series of nurses, and I promised him I'd ﬁnish it.”
The veteran nurse rests on bench, taking a break between shifts with a cup of coffee and a
cigarette. A scarecrow nurse named for the chemo drug Ifosfamide stands watch over rows
of tissues that sprout up from a plot of earth like crops of sadness. Near the gallery’s
entrance an Angel nurse representing Morphine kneels. Her ﬂowing wings are made from
shredded medical bills, a physical manifestation of the ﬁnancial burden so many sick
Americans struggle with.

The scarecrow nurse is named for the chemo drug Ifosfamide.
Courtesy Wilding Cran Gallery

“I had to hire someone just to open my mail because it was so daunting. I'd step into my
ofﬁce and there was all this mail on the desk and in bags. Most of them were bills, Davis
says. “Each bag of the chemo was eight grand. When he was ﬁrst diagnosed, he had to do
four rounds of 24-hour drips, and we would watch them keep putting the bags up. By the
time we left, I think our bill for that one visit was like at least $150,000. How do people do
it today?”
In addition to these nurses, Davis created a series of sculptures of children — Children of the
Moon — that reﬂect a more hopeful vision of the future. A couple of them are based on
ﬁgures from Noah's paintings, taking his typically isolated individuals and joining them in
a community. One girl throws a ball in mid-air, waiting for it to drop, while a boy holding a
bouquet of ﬂowers looks on. Fitted with glass eyes used in taxidermy, they radiate vitality
despite their raw, unﬁnished edges.

Mawu attempts to catch the moon.
Courtesy Wilding Cran Gallery

Around the corner, in Wilding Cran’s smaller side gallery, Davis has recreated a hospital
waiting room, complete with utilitarian furniture — garishly patterned chairs and a coffee
table — gossip magazines and a stopped clock on the wall. Rather than the high drama of
the hospital, the life or death struggles seen in Hollywood depictions, it reﬂects the way
most people experience institutional healthcare. “We were always searching,” Davis says,
“waiting for a cure, waiting to see the doctor, waiting to get the results. Waiting, all the
time.”

Nearby, strips of fake grass are rolled out on the ﬂoor, recreating the patches of green
outside the hospital doors where they would snatch brief periods of respite. Here, however,
the bucolic scene abruptly ends in a tangled jumble of astroturf.
It also recalls the backyard garden oasis of the Underground Museum. “It’s a shame that so
many works end up in storage, when they could be shared with a neighborhood and a
community that needs it and will appreciate it,” Davis said of their impetus to found the
space. “A lot of people [who walk into the museum] have never been to MOCA or LACMA.
It opens their world.”

Nicotine Nurse takes a smoke break.
Courtesy Wilding Cran Gallery

Although Davis has been consistently making artwork for a number of years, this is only
her second solo show after a debut exhibition at the Museum that featured painting,
photography and video art alongside sculpture. For the past few years, much of her focus
has been on the Museum and on supporting her husband, not to mention their young son,
Moses. “I didn't make work for awhile because there just wasn’t time,” she said. “With the
Museum, we were surviving, living day to day, trying to keep the doors open, trying to ﬁnd
a cure, trying to just get by.”

When Wilding Cran approached her about doing a show, she was somewhat reluctant. “At
ﬁrst I was like, ‘I don’t know; am I ready to get in the studio?’” she recalled. “But I actually
needed this. It was a huge part of my healing process and it gave me chance to pull back
from the world and go into our studio in the hills of Ojai,” where they had relocated from
Los Angeles shortly before Noah’s death.
"Pain Management" not only offered Davis a way to process feelings of grief and loss, but
also a way to celebrate the personal and creative connection she shared with Noah. “At
ﬁrst it was very difﬁcult because we used to make work together. I'm used to his presence
in the space, so it was hard to make that adjustment,” she notes, “but the more I got into the
work, I felt closer to him, because he was my teacher, my mentor, the love of my life.”
"Pain Management," Wilding Cran Gallery, 939 S. Santa Fe Ave., downtown; through Nov.
12. wildingcran.com.
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Karon Davis’ “Pain
Management” at Wilding Cran
by Genie Davis

There’s nothing painful about Karon Davis’ Pain Management, a beautiful solo exhibition that creates a
world filled with weary-angel caregivers, supplicating patients, and a way to move beyond pain, and
reach an inner sense of peace.
Physical and emotional pain is the theme in the artist’s recreation of a world inhabited by seven
sculptures, shaped from plaster casts and shredded medical bills. The somewhat biographical works
include three nurse figures attired in patterned scrubs, the exhausted angel, “Morphine”; “Ifosfamide” a
frightening scarecrow; and “Nicotine,” a stoic, smoking nurse. These figures have the substantial quality
of fully formed sculpture, made with paint, plaster, cloth, synthetic hair, and objects grounded in reality
such as a coffee cup and shredded bills. The pieces include color in their depictions, the color of the
caregivers’ skin, their attire, their hair.
Four other pieces depict children, or as Davis calls them, “Children of the Moon.” Representing a
preservation of the spirit, health, and memories, and the fragility and perhaps fleeting nature of these
ideals, they are ghostly and enigmatic, emblems of peace, purity, and an afterlife free of pain. As such,
they are devoid of color, white and drifting, mute butterflies.
The artist is interested in the idea of mummification, and as such, these sculptures take on that role, of
a being bound or contained, pinned; prepared perhaps for burial or reincarnation. Crafted of plaster,
wire, plastic pipe, paper, and glass eyes, their shapes are incomplete, delicate, and seem to float. The
openings in these casts present the idea that the spirits these children contain have already broken free
of the bodies that bind them, or that bind older incarnations of the self. Each child has a name: “Oya”
holds a scarab beetle, “Mary” catches the moon, “Mawu” holds a basket.

In the center of the gallery, a larger than life-size tissue box serves as a monument to the release of
pain, a paean to the purification of tears. Titled “Cry, Baby,” the large scale of this work signifies the
vastness of tearful release.
The work here is haunting, and somewhat surreal. Davis asks us to consider the possibility of
transcending pain, or accepting it; of ways to alleviate it, from medication to healing to death.
It is a realm of angels and devils, fitful fever dreams, loss and redemption. Survival seems to be what is
at stake here, not just the physical, but that of the soul. If Dylan Thomas once invoked the idea of not
going gently into that good night, here Davis seems to be asking us to consider gentleness.
As startling and all-encompassing as a vision of an ambulance racing through a dark night, elements of
performance art are considered in this exhibition as if that performance was frozen in time. The artist
studied at USC’s film school, so the works seem to share theatrical and filmic elements.
In this exhibition, Karon Davis inspires viewers to transcend pain, to elevate the human experience.

